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Abstract
Vision-based methods to determine the relative pose of an uncooperative orbiting object are investigated
in applications to spacecraft proximity operations, such as on-orbit servicing, spacecraft formation flying,
and small bodies exploration. Depending on whether the object is known or unknown, a shape model of the
orbiting target object may have to be constructed autonomously in real-time by making use of only optical
measurements. The Simultaneous Estimation of Pose and Shape (SEPS) algorithm that does not require a
priori knowledge of the pose and shape of the target is presented. This makes use of a novel measurement
equation and filter that can efficiently use optical flow information along with a star tracker to estimate the
target’s angular rotational and translational relative velocity as well as its center of gravity. Depending on
the mission constraints, SEPS can be augmented by a more accurate oﬄine, on-board 3D reconstruction of
the target shape, which allows for the estimation of the pose as a known target. The use of Structure from
Motion (SfM) for this purpose is discussed. A model-based approach for pose estimation of known targets
is also presented. The architecture and implementation of both the proposed approaches are elucidated and
their performance metrics are evaluated through numerical simulations by using a dataset of images that are
synthetically generated according to a chaser/target relative motion in Geosynchronous Orbit (GEO).
Keywords: Vision-based Navigation, Space-
craft, Pose Determination, 3D Reconstruction
1 Introduction
Many of more than 22,000 known and catalogued
orbiting objects are uncooperative [1]. In addition,
there are also a significant number of other orbiting
objects whose geometric appearance is unknown. In
missions of On-Orbit Servicing (OOS), such as ma-
nipulation, relocation, active debris removal (ADR),
or simply observation of these objects, as well as in
missions of small body exploration, it is necessary to
operate in close proximity and perform relative nav-
igation maneuvers. Communication delays or sim-
ply poor coverage do not permit the use of ground-
based control commands. Hence, relative navigation
has to be performed autonomously, without control
from ground stations. The recent study [2] provides
a review of the state-of-the-art approaches and algo-
rithms specifically developed for on-board spacecraft
pose determination using electro-optical (EO) sensor
measurements. EO sensors include all devices that
are able to collect radiation in the optical spectrum
(0.01 µm to 1000 µm). For spacecraft pose deter-
mination, typically either passive monocular/stereo
camera or active LIDAR (Light Detection and Rang-
ing) systems are used.
Other prior works [3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8] focus on Global
Navigation Satellites System (GNSS)–based or more
generally Radio Frequency (RF)–based relative nav-
igation, assuming that the orbiting target object is
equipped with a GNSS receiver and a communica-
tion link or respectively a RF transmitting and re-
ceiving antenna, which means it is actively coopera-
tive. The RF/GNSS-based approach can actually be
very convenient in Formation Flying (FF) missions,
where each spacecraft of the formation can interact
and exchange information with its neighbor [10, 11].
In FF missions or in any mission where the orbiting
target has been already conceived to be in proximity
of a chaser, a passively cooperative target equipped
with artificial markers (e.g., LEDs and CCRs) might
be preferred to an actively cooperative target. Arti-
ficial markers and a monocular camera could be used
in order to minimize the power consumption, mass,
and volume of an on-board navigation system or to
support deep-space missions where GNSS signals are
not available. In addition, in order to overcome in-
dividual limitations and to provide a more accurate
and robust navigation solution, GNSS/RF-based sys-
tems and Vision-based systems can be synergistically
integrated as proposed in our recent [9].
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Fig. 1: Vision-based pose determination steps.
When dealing with uncooperative targets instead,
such as space debris, asteroids, comets, or any other
objects originally not designed to cooperate with the
chaser, EO sensors are currently the main technology
for pose determination. A LIDAR measures the dis-
tance with the target by illuminating it with a laser
source and then processing the backscattered radia-
tion. Such information is used to build a cloud of 3D
points (i.e., to perform 3D reconstruction) of the tar-
get, allowing its pose estimation. Pose determination
using LIDARs instead of stereo/monocular cameras
is more robust to poor illumination conditions; how-
ever, LIDAR systems have higher hardware complex-
ity and power consumption. Also, stereo cameras can
provide 3D points of the target (2D coordinates in the
image frame as well as their distance from the target
through image rectification and disparity map com-
putation), in some conditions, denser than the ones
provided by a LIDAR. However, the ranging accuracy
achievable with stereo cameras is significantly limited
by the baseline between its two monocular cameras,
being acceptable only in close-proximity with the tar-
get, e.g. final approach and docking. For far and mid
range navigation monocular techniques can be used.
As shown in Fig. 1, following the process of im-
age acquisition performed by the on-board camera
system, the monocular-vision-based pose estimation
process includes mainly three steps [13]: (a) image
processing and feature extraction; (b) feature match-
ing; and (c) estimation of the pose, as transformation
between matched features.
In the image processing step, one or more input
images are computationally transformed into an en-
hanced image in order to extract some useful infor-
mation from it. For vision-based pose determination,
image processing is the foundation for the process of
feature extraction. The latter is needed to reduce the
amount of data in the images and extract the useful
information, the ‘features.’ Features can be scalars
or vector quantities. It is possible to extract region
features [25], line or curve features [12], and point
features [13]. In the context of pose determination,
correspondence or feature matching entails the prob-
lem of matching the features extracted in one image
of the target with corresponding features of another
image, or identifiable points in a model when avail-
able. A set of corresponding features can then be
used to determine the pose of the target with respect
to the camera and the host space vehicle.
In this paper, we focus on monocular-vision-based
pose determination of uncooperative orbiting objects
as a suitable approach for small satellites with low
mass, low volume, and low power consumption re-
quirements, orbiting and maneuvering in a wide range
of distances from the target. In particular, we con-
sider both the cases of unknown and known uncoop-
erative targets.
1.1 Related Work
Various monocular-vision-based approaches exist
in the literature, and key distinctions can be made
as to whether the target geometry is known or un-
known. Many studies can be found on model-based
spacecraft pose determination, which assume a target
to be uncooperative with known model parameters.
In Section 4 of [2], a complete review of the most re-
lated work is provided, in conjunction with proposed
approaches.
Fewer prior studies on vision-based pose deter-
mination of uncooperative unknown orbiting objects,
similar to the one here proposed in Section 2, exist in
the literature. In [14], an approach to simultaneously
estimate the kinematic state, geometry, and mass in-
formation of an unknown target was proposed. How-
ever it relies on a set of perfectly synchronized and
cooperating 3D sensors uniformly distributed around
the target. A more recent study [15] proposes a
feature-based SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and
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Mapping) approach focusing only on the filtering part
and assuming already detected and tracked 3D fea-
tures. Moreover, the presented architecture, based on
the on-board acquisition of stereo-images, relies on a
linear relative dynamics model (between the chaser
and the target) which is only valid for circular orbits
and, in particular, does not include the estimation of
the unknown inertia matrix. An algorithm for real-
time pose estimation based on monocular vision-only
SLAM or Structure from Motion (SfM) is presented
in [16], where a Bayesian filter is adopted for the rel-
ative rotational dynamics with a simplified process
model that assumes constant rotational velocity. The
inertia matrix of the target is not estimated and the
initial target pose is assumed to be known.
In [17], the RANSAC algorithm is proposed in
combination with an Extended Kalman Filter-SLAM
filter, for segmenting the resulting point cloud and
reconstructing the target’s structure. Anyhow, the
computing time for the shape reconstruction of a few
seconds does not allow the use of the algorithm in real
time. The iSAM (incremental Smoothing and Map-
ping) method [18] is proposed in [19] to estimate pose
and inertia matrix (up to a scale in absence of exter-
nal torques) of a spinning orbiting target, but only for
oﬄine implementations. The use of an Iterated EKF
algorithm is proposed in [20] to estimate the relative
kinematic state and the ratios of the inertia matrix
components. Finally in [21], an EKF-SLAM-based
method for real-time relative state estimation of un-
cooperative unknown spinning targets using stereo vi-
sion is proposed. Although the use of the Kalman fil-
ter and its variations is popular among the SLAM
and relative navigation field, there are some prior
works looking into deriving a nonlinear observer for
improved filter stability and robustness with nonlin-
ear dynamics and measurement models [24, 25].
1.2 Contribution
This paper is an updated and extended version
of our previous work [22]. The objective is to ex-
plore the main approaches for pose determination of
uncooperative orbiting targets. Looking for a versa-
tile and flexible solution which could be adopted in
different mission scenarios (from OOS to FF, ADR,
and exploration of small bodies), we first investigate
a monocular pose estimation approach that does not
require any knowledge of the target.
For such a goal, the filter-based SLAM archi-
tectures and algorithms (see [26, 27, 28, 29]) were
modified to perform robust Simultaneous Estimation
of Pose and Shape, hereafter “SEPS.” This method
is suitable for real-time applications and for targets
completely unknown.
Being a monocular camera a bearing-only sensor,
it is generally not possible to measure the distance of
the extracted features and therefore recover the scale
of the reconstructed map. To solve this limitation,
in addition to monocular images, a single beam LI-
DAR measurement is also assumed. Unlike the other
techniques proposed in the literature, SEPS does not
propagate the attitude dynamics of the target but
only its kinematics, thereby estimating its angular
velocity from optical flow. As a consequence, the esti-
mation of the inertia matrix of the target is no longer
required, eliminating the risk of divergence due to the
additional uncertainty introduced in the estimation
process.
In addition, we derive a novel measurement equa-
tion and filter that can efficiently use optical flow in-
formation along with a star tracker to estimate the
target’s relative angular and translational velocity
vectors, and its center of gravity.
Pose and shape of the target may or may not be
estimated simultaneously; if it is possible to safely
orbit in proximity of the target and acquire a num-
ber of adequately textured images representative of
the target’s complete geometry, the shape could be
reconstructed from scratch or refined after SEPS by
processing those images oﬄine directly on board. A
SfM implementation is considered for this goal. Once
the shape of the target has been constructed, the pose
can be estimated with a model-based approach. Such
an approach is adopted for the pose estimation of a
known target as it requires the knowledge of a sim-
plified model of its geometry.
Both approaches were implemented and tested
with numerical simulations using the same dataset of
images in input, synthetically generated for a given
chaser/target relative trajectory in GEO and a given
target spacecraft.
The paper is organized as follows. Following the
introduction, Section 2 elucidates the architecture,
the image processing, and the estimation steps de-
rived to perform pose estimation of an unknown tar-
get. Section 3 presents the image-to-model approach
investigated for pose estimation of known targets.
Section 4 reports the simulated performance of the
described algorithms. Section 5 discusses the use of
the described pose determination methods in differ-
ent phases of a rendezvous mission. Finally, in Sec-
tion 6, the conclusion is given.
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Fig. 2: Monocular-vision-based pose determination of an unknown orbiting target.
2 Pose and Shape Estimation of an Unknown
Target
2.1 Simultaneous Estimation of Pose and Shape of
an Unknown Target
The 3D reconstruction or mapping can be per-
formed simultaneously with the pose estimation.
This approach, typically adopted to locate a vehicle
with respect to an unknown stationary world, while
mapping it, is known as Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM). In case of pose determina-
tion of an orbiting target with respect to an orbiting
chaser (hosting the camera), the problem becomes
more challenging since the target is not stationary
with respect to the world frame. In the following sec-
tions, we detail an architecture and implementation
of the SEPS filter for unknown targets, developed for
this study.
2.1.1 Architecture
Figure 2 illustrates the architecture of the SEPS
filter. Different functional blocks can be identified.
Feature points are extracted from the images of the
target, acquired on board the chaser by a monocular
camera system, as 2D coordinates in pixels. These
serve as the observations in the correction step of
our nonlinear SEPS filter, adopted as a sequential
estimator, suitable for real time estimation, at rel-
atively high rates. Although the architecture relies
mainly on a monocular camera, the use of an addi-
tional low power single-segment LIDAR is assumed
at each time step to determine the distance of one
of the feature points, tracked over consecutive im-
ages. This depth measurement is then used to re-
cover the scale of the reconstructed map. The same
depth measurement is also used, with a larger un-
certainty, as initial depth guess (prior) of the new
extracted feature points, which are not part of the
reconstructed map. The relative translational and
rotational motion models are used together with the
absolute kinematic state of the chaser provided by its
Attitude and Orbital Determination System (AODS)
to predict the observed feature points of the orbiting
target. The observations of features already mapped
and their predictions are fused to provide a better
estimate of the relative pose between chaser and tar-
get, and at the same time, to refine the current 3D
reconstruction. The observations of new features are
initialized and added into the 3D model and to the
state vector. The following sections characterize the
image acquisition and processing and the nonlinear
filtering implementation.
2.1.2 Image Acquisition and Processing
For this paper, synthetic images, shown in Fig. 3,
were generated with the open source 3D suite
Blender [43] using an existing model of the Aura
spacecraft [44], according to the relative trajectories
defined in Section 4.1. Since the main goal of this
study is to investigate different pose estimation ap-
proaches (given a number of detected and matched
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features), in order to simplify the problem of feature
detection, a single parallel light source was used to
simulate only the solar illumination. The final im-
ages were rendered using ray-tracing.
At each time step, images are acquired sequen-
tially and converted to grayscale. In the block dia-
gram shown in Fig. 2, observations lead to feature
detection and matching. The image processing sub-
system has to break down the images into informa-
tion that can be analyzed and manipulated. In fea-
ture detection methods, the most significant geomet-
ric features of the target object are extracted. For
simplicity, in the present paper, we adopt the well-
known algorithm Harris corner detector [36]. Figure 4
shows an example of both newly detected features
and matched features after processing and extract-
ing Harris points from one of the synthetic images.
Extracted features are passed as inputs to the filter.
It is important to note that actual spacecraft im-
ages can have high contrasts, low resolution, and low
signal-to-noise ratio, which presents a separate chal-
lenge of processing them for meaningful data. In that
case, using the simple Harris corner detector may not
be effective.
Instead of a corner detector or in addition to it,
other image processing algorithms can be used for
an effective feature extraction. Some of these are
gradient-based for example, such as the Hough trans-
form [37] and Canny edge detector [38].
Computer vision techniques using features with
descriptors, such as SIFT [40], have also been in-
troduced in spacecraft applications. The existing
work [2, 35] questions the viability of SIFT for on-
board computation, noting its heavy computational
burden, ambiguity in feature detection and match-
ing against symmetric spacecraft, requirements of
high input image quality and low image noise for op-
timal performance. Hence, there have been other
feature descriptors, such as SURF, AKAZE, and
ORB [41, 42] developed to lower the computational
burden.
However, in general, applying only one of these
methods directly to real images may not be successful
since these methods are indiscriminate towards back-
ground and foreground. As suggested in our prior
work [59], a combination of different methods should
be used.
In [59], we proposed a new robust feature detec-
tion algorithm able to deal with actual space imagery,
characterized by variable and unfavorable illumina-
tion conditions. The proposed strategy is based on a
gradient based filter for background elimination, on
Fig. 3: Part of the synthetic image sequence generated
with the open source 3D creation suite Blender [43]
from the 3D model of the Aura spacecraft [44].
Fig. 4: Multiple Harris points extracted from an image.
the use of three multiple processing streams and on
the synthesis of polylines to reduce the number of
outliers.
2.1.3 Estimator Implementation
In our implementation, the state vector x includes
relative position, relative velocity, and relative atti-
tude of the chaser with respect to the target as well
as 3D positions of the extracted features of the tar-
get. Unlike in the state-of-the-art approaches, here
all components of the state are expressed in the tar-
get frame. In addition (also in contrast to the im-
plementation described in our previous work [22]),
in the proposed formulation, we do not estimate the
relative angular velocity between chaser and target
as part of the filter state, but instead we determine
it from optical flow [23], as explained in Section 2.2.
The advantage, with respect to the state-of-the-art, is
that in this case there is no need to estimate the tar-
get’s principal moments of inertia (parametrized and
up to a scale [19]), whose uncertainty significantly af-
fects the robustness of the filter estimate. Another
benefit of this approach is that the size of the fil-
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ter state is smaller with a consequent reduction in
computational burden. Therefore, the state vector is
defined as follows.
x =
[
c>, s>
]>
. (1)
Here, c is a vector of relative states of the chaser with
respect to the target:
c =
[
(rTC/T )
>, (vTC/T )
>, (qTC)
>
]>
, (2)
where rTC/T and v
T
C/T are respectively the relative po-
sition and velocity vectors of the chaser with respect
to the target expressed in the target frame.
In general, we will use the following rule for the
notation of vectors and frames throughout the work:
vCA/B represents a vector describing a physical quan-
tity v of the frame A measured with respect to the
frame B and expressed in the frame C.
In Eq. (2), we used the subscripts C and T to
denote the chaser or target and the superscript T to
represent the target frame. Similarly, we will use I
to denote the Earth-centered inertial (ECI) frame.
qTC is a quaternion representing a frame rotation
from the target to the chaser; equivalently, the ro-
tation matrix RTC = R(q
T
C) associated with this
quaternion acts as a vector coordinate transforma-
tion from the chaser frame to the target frame, e.g.,
vT = RTCv
C . With the latter interpretation in mind,
the subscript and superscript of quaternions and ro-
tation matrices will represent where the vector is ro-
tated from and where it is rotated to, respectively,
throughout the work.
The dimension of c is 10. In our previous imple-
mentation described in [22], c also included ωTC/T , the
relative angular velocity of the chaser with respect to
the target, and two inertia ratios of the target used
to parameterize its inertia matrix (only observable up
to a scale in case of torque free motion).
The vector s =
[
ζ1, · · · , ζn
]>
is the target shape
state with n reconstructed features (or “landmarks”),
which includes the 3D coordinates of the recon-
structed target feature points, expressed in the target
frame.
Therefore, when not estimating the relative an-
gular velocity ωTC/T and the parameterized inertia
matrix, x is a 10 + 3n element vector instead of a
15 + 3n. The states are estimated by means of a
nonlinear filter through the prediction and correction
processes, as well as the target’s features initialization
process, where new features of the target are detected
and added to the current 3D reconstructed model. In
this paper, we use the well-known Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF), however any nonlinear filter might be
used.
Suppose we have a continuous-time system
= f(x,u,ws),
where x is a system state vector defined in Eq. (1),
f is a dynamics model (nonlinear in general), u is
a control signal, and ws is the system noise vector,
typically considered as Gaussian with a certain co-
variance. In our case, we assume u = 0 because
there is no control involved.
The discrete time prediction and update steps of
an EKF can be expressed as follows:
xˆ−k = xˆ
+
k−1 +
∫ k
k−1
f(x, t)dt, (3)
P−k = Φk−1P
+
k−1Φ
>
k−1 +Qk−1, (4)
Kk = P
−
k H
>
k (HkP
−
k H
>
k +Rk)
−1, (5)
xˆ+k = xˆ
−
k +Kk(yk − h(xˆ−k )) = xˆ−k +Kkz−k , (6)
P+k = (I −KkHk)P−k . (7)
where subscript k indicates the k-th time step. Also,
superscripts + and − respectively denote a priori and
a posteriori estimates or error covariance matrices.
The Pk, Qk, Rk, Φk, and Hk matrices denote the
estimate, process noise, and sensor noise convariance
matrices, the state transition matrix, and the mea-
surement matrix, respectively. Finally, Kk is the
Kalman gain while yk is the measurement vector and
z−k is the innovation measurement vector.
2.1.4 Initialization
At the very first time step, there is only detection
of unmapped features. The filter has to be initialized
with a certain pose, as well as with the coordinates
of the first extracted features and of the center of
gravity (CG) of the target to be used as the origin of
the target frame.
By extracting and tracking at least 5 feature
points between subsequent frames, we determine
their relative pose by solving a 2D to 2D matching
problem, as well as their 3D coordinates up to a scale.
A detailed description and formulation of this initial-
ization approach is provided in the previous study of
some of the authors [33], where the 5-point Stewenius
algorithm [34] is used with random sample consensus
(RANSAC) to determine inliers, followed by least-
square optimization, and use of star tracker data to
determine the relative positions in the ECI frame.
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If the target has a principal axis rotation, only
one axis will be determined and the filter can be ini-
tialized with the CG of the target anywhere on that
axis. In case the target has a non-principal axis ro-
tation, then a different axis can be determined in a
subsequent frame and intersected with the first so-
lution to determine the CG. The initialized CG can
be then corrected with the filter described in Section
2.2.2.
It is important to observe that in case of high ro-
tational dynamics of the target, the image acquisition
rate must be high enough to match at least 5 distinct
features in two consecutive images. Depending on
the on-board computational resources, the minimum
time between two consecutive images with at least 5
common landmarks might be too short for perform-
ing on board feature extraction and matching. As a
consequence, for a successful initialization, it is fun-
damental to maximize the on-board computational
resources and minimize the computational load.
2.1.5 Prediction Step
The prediction step is performed by integrating
over time the relative dynamics between the chaser
and target as in Eq. (3). Note that the dot notation in
this section implies time differentiation with respect
to the target frame,
= dxdt
∣∣
T
= ddt
[
c
s
]
|T
, (8)where the subscript T
after vertical bars represent the reference frame in
which differentiation is done. Note that s˙ = 0
because the landmarks are stationary in the target
frame. Therefore, we only need to know c˙ in order to
propagate the relative dynamics.
Among several relative translational and rota-
tional spacecraft dynamics models proposed in the
literature, our model is based on the ones proposed
in [46, 47] for propagation of c. In [47], relative dy-
namics between a leader and follower were developed,
and the propagation of translational dynamics re-
quired the knowledge of several orbital parameters
of the leader, which is not available from an uncoop-
erative target. Hence, we chose the chaser to serve
as the leader and the target as the follower and as-
sumed the required orbital parameters of the leader
(or chaser) is provided by an external absolute navi-
gation system of the chaser.
In a typical SLAM framework, the estimation is
done with respect to the world frame where visual
landmarks are located, which, in our case, corre-
sponds to the target frame. On the other hand, the
states propagated in the derived equations of [47] are
all expressed in the leader frame, which is the chaser
frame in our case, hence they are not directly applica-
ble to our formulation. For this reason, we re-derive
the relative dynamics equations from the follower-
centric perspective, which corresponds to the target-
centric perspective in our case, such that they can be
used in the prediction step of the EKF.
The relative translational dynamics, when ex-
pressed in the chaser frame with respect to the chaser,
is independent of the relative attitude dynamics [47].
However, this is not true when the relative transla-
tional dynamics is expressed in the target frame with
respect to the target. This is because available in-
formation for the relative dynamics filter is absolute
states of the chaser given from its external absolute
navigation system and relative measurements of the
target seen from the chaser. Therefore, in order to
describe the relative dynamics in the target frame,
the knowledge of the chaser states and measurements
needs to be transformed into the target frame, which
requires the knowledge of the relative attitude dy-
namics. For this reason, we describe the relative ro-
tational dynamics first, and then present the relative
translational dynamics.
Let qTC = [qx, qy, qz, qw]
> denote a quaternion
vector with [qx, qy, qz]
> and qw being its vector and
scalar components, respectively, whose equivalent ro-
tation matrix transforms a vector in the chaser frame
to the target frame, hence denoted as RTC = R(q
T
C).
In our formulation, we assume ωTC/T is determined
from optical flow as described in Section 2.2.3. Then
the filter estimates qTC by making use of the quater-
nion kinematics, given as follows:
q˙TC =
1
2
Ω(ωTT/C)q
T
C , (9)
where ωTT/C = −ωTC/T and
Ω(ω) =

0 ωz −ωy −ωx
−ωz 0 ωx −ωy
ωy −ωx 0 −ωz
ωx ωy ωz 0
 (10)for ω =
[ωx, ωy, ωz]
>.
Let us now consider the relative translational dy-
namics. Let rCC/I and r
T
T/I be positions of the chaser
and target with respect to the origin of the ECI frame
described in their respective frames.
The relative position is defined as
rTC/T = r
T
C/I − rTT/I = RTCrCC/I − rTT/I . We as-
sume rCC/I = [rC , 0, 0]
> is given from an external
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absolute navigation system of the chaser with
rC =
aC(1−e2C)
1+eC cos θC
, where aC is the semimajor axis, eC
is the eccentricity, and θC is the true anomaly of the
chaser. However, rTT/I of an uncooperative target is
not known and it is estimated from the knowledge of
rCC/I and estimations of r
T
C/T and R
T
C . The relative
velocity vTC/T in the target frame is defined as
vTC/T =
(
drC/T
dt
∣∣∣∣
T
)T
=
(
drC/T
dt
∣∣∣∣
I
)T
−ωTT/I×rTC/T
= RTCR
C
I
(
drC/T
dt
∣∣∣∣
I
)I
−(RTCωCC/I−ωTC/T )×rTC/T ,
(11)
where the angular velocity of the uncooperative tar-
get can be estimated by ωTT/I = R
T
Cω
C
C/I −ωTC/T . In
the above, (drdt |A)B refers to a time differentiation of
r with respect to the frame A, whose components are
expressed in the frame B. The relative acceleration
aTC/T in the target frame is computed as
aTC/T =
(
d2rC/T
dt2
∣∣∣∣
T
)T
=
(
d2rC/T
dt2
∣∣∣∣
I
)T
− 2ωTT/I × vTC/T
−
(
dωT/I
dt
∣∣∣∣
T
)T
× rTC/T − ωTT/I × (ωTT/I × rTC/T ).
(12)
Note that(
d2rC/T
dt2
∣∣∣∣
I
)T
=
(
d2rC/I
dt2
∣∣∣∣
I
)T
−
(
d2rT/I
dt2
∣∣∣∣
I
)T
,
(13)
and also that the absolute accelerations of the chaser
and target with respect to the ECI frame are(
d2rC/I
dt2
∣∣∣∣
I
)T
= − µ
r3C
RTCr
C
C/I , (14)(
d2rT/I
dt2
∣∣∣∣
I
)T
= −µ
RTCr
C
C/I − rTC/T
‖RTCrCC/I − rTC/T ‖3
. (15)
By substituting Eqs. (13)–(15) into Eq. (12), we
obtain the desired relative translational dynamics ex-
pressed in the target frame as
aTC/T = −
µ
r3C
RTCr
C
C/I + µ
RTCr
C
C/I − rTC/T
‖RTCrCC/I − rTC/T ‖3
− 2ωTT/I × vTC/T −
(
dωT/I
dt
∣∣∣∣
T
)T
× rTC/T
− ωTT/I ×
(
ωTT/I × rTC/T
)
.
(16)
In the above, all of the quantities to compute
aTC/T are available either from the filter states or
the absolute navigation system of the chaser except(
dωT/I
dt |T
)T
that can be computed by numerically
differentiating ωTT/I .
To summarize, c propagates as follows:
c˙ =
dc
dt
∣∣∣∣
T
=
d
dt
rTC/TvTC/T
qTC

|T
=
 v
T
C/T
aTC/T
1
2Ω(ω
T
T/C)q
T
C
 . (17)
2.1.6 Correction Step
The correction step includes the following sub-
steps. The implementation of the correction is modi-
fied from the methods proposed by Joan Sola` in [45].
i. Selection of predicted feature observations to
correct
ii. Feature matching with observations
iii. EKF state and covariance correction
iv. Feature deletion in case of corruption
Step i. In the filter structure, the feature observa-
tions are processed in the EKF one by one. In order
to select the 3D feature points to correct, the ones
estimated previously have to be projected onto the
2D camera measurement space according to the pre-
dicted pose.
First, each feature point pT in the target frame is
expressed in chaser frame, by means of the predicted
pose from the previous pose estimate (RCT , r
T
T/C).
pC = RCT (p
T − rTC/T ) (18)
Then, it is projected onto the image plane.
A perspective monocular camera associates points
in 3D space, pC =
[
xc yc zc
]>
, with points in the
2D image plane, P (pC) =
[
X Y
]>
, by means of the
projection process. As illustrated in Fig. 5, a simple
pin-hole camera model is adopted here, characterized
by an optical center, O, and optical axis, and an im-
age plane, perpendicular to the optical axis, situated
at a distance f (focal length) from the optical cen-
ter. The intersection of the optical axis in the image
plane is the principal point. We assume the optical
axis to be aligned with the local z axis, the origin in
the principal point and the other two axis.
The projection of the object point pC in the 3D
space corresponds to the intersection of the line OpC
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Fig. 5: Pin-hole camera model.
Fig. 6: Projection of points onto the image plane in met-
ric and pixel units.
with the image plane. The image point P is obtained
as follows:
X
f
=
xc
zc
,
Y
f
=
yc
zc
(19)
Therefore, the transformation from 3D space to
the 2D local coordinate frame of the camera is
P (pC) =
[
X
Y
]
=
[
xc
yc
]
· f
zc
, (20)
where zc is the depth of the object point.
The point P (pC) can be expressed in pixel units
[pix] instead of metric units [m], as follows:
u = u0 + suX, v = v0 + svY (21)
where
[
su sv
]>
are the horizontal and vertical pixel
density in [pix/m] and
[
u0 v0
]>
are the pixel coor-
dinates of the principal point in [m] (Fig. 6). Among
all the projected points, only the visible ones (i.e. in
the field of view of the camera) are considered.
Once the positions of all previously mapped fea-
ture points are predicted in the camera frame, they
are sorted based on the determinant of expectation
covariance matrix (proportional to the uncertainty of
the measurements), and only the first N are selected.
Step ii. The selected 2D points in the image plane
(which are the selected predicted observed features)
are matched to the observed ones.
The continuous time measurement model can be
written as
y = h(x) +wm (22)
where y is the noisy measurement, x is the state
vector, h(·) is a nonlinear function, and wm is the
sensor’s noise, usually considered white Gaussian.
The sensor camera measurements can be expressed
in the chaser frame with a known rigid transforma-
tion (RCS , r
C
S/C), where S is used to denote the sensor
camera frame.
An observation yi is the measurement of the i-
th target feature in the camera frame. The features
are extracted from images of the target acquired by
the camera system and then are processed. The com-
ponents of yi are the geometric parameterization of
the i-th feature in the camera measurement space, in
pixel (ui, vi).
For feature detection and matching, a Harris-
based template matching approach is used. The pre-
dicted appearance of a visible landmark (or feature)
from time k − 1 is given as a 15 × 15 pixel patch
around the original 2D coordinates of that landmark
when first detected and initialized. This patch is slid
across a grey-scale image acquired by the monocular
camera at time step k, and a zero-normalized cross
correlation (ZNCC) score [48] is computed between
the two 15× 15 patches to quantify the similarity in
the subimages.
The patch in the new image yielding the highest
ZNCC score is considered the most optimistic poten-
tial match. If the ZNCC score exceeds a threshold
value, then a landmark at time k − 1 is successfully
matched to a feature in the image at time k, and the
pixel center coordinates of the best patch are stored.
Note that at each time step, a new image is pro-
cessed and extracted feature points are matched to
the predicted observed features of previously mapped
points. Points that are not matched are initialized
as new features. Figure 4 illustrates a set of ex-
tracted points and a set of matched points.. Features
matched to previously mapped features are in red,
and features previously unmapped and newly initial-
ized are in blue.
Step iii. In this step, the innovation is computed, on
the basis of the difference between the new measure-
ment and the prediction.
At time k, the discrete-time innovation z−k and
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innovation covariance matrix Z−k are the following:
z−k = yk − h(xˆ−k ) (23)
Z−k = HkP
−
k H
>
k +Rk (24)
where the observation matrix (at time step k) Hk is
the Jacobian of the observation functions:
Hk =
∂h(x)
∂x
∣∣∣∣
x=xˆ−k
(25)
Then, the Kalman gain can be calculated accord-
ing to Eq. (5), while the state vector and the covari-
ance matrix can be corrected, respectively according
to Eqs. (6) and (7).
Step iv. The feature points are deleted if either the
ratio between the matches or the inliers and the
searches is smaller than a threshold and if the number
of searches is higher than a threshold.
2.1.7 Initialization of New Features
Features detected in an image can either be un-
mapped, or previously mapped and are used in the
correction step of the filter. Detection of previously
unmapped features was implemented according to the
following procedure adapted from [45]. The 960×540
sized image is partitioned into smaller subimages of
100 pixels by defining a 10 × 10 cell grid, such that
each subimage corresponds to a grid cell. A grid cell
is randomly selected from the set of all unoccupied
grid cells (unoccupied meaning that from the subim-
age corresponding to that cell no feature has been
matched to the predicted features). The subimage
corresponding to the selected grid cell is extracted
from the original image. Using the Harris algo-
rithm [36], the strongest Harris point is retrieved from
the subimage. If the Harris score satisfies a thresh-
old value, then the 2D coordinates of the point are
stored as a measurement, and a 15×15 patch around
the Harris point is stored as the feature’s appearance.
Feature matching is described in Section 2.1.6 under
Step ii.
Any extracted feature not yet part of the state
vector of the current 3D reconstructed model has to
be initialized and added in the state vector. This
operation results in an increase of the state vector’s
size from 10 + 3n to 10 + 3(n+ 1).
For this goal, the new feature points are re-
projected onto the 3D camera space, according to the
last pose estimate, their 2D coordinates on the im-
age plane and an initial guess in depth used as prior
provided by the single beam LIDAR depth measure-
ment. The re-projection onto the 3D space is done
by inverting the observation function h(·) to compute
pC . The point pC in camera frame is transformed to
the corresponding point in target frame pT and then
added to the current 3D shape s, part of the state
vector, with higher covariance.
2.1.8 Scale Recovery
At each time step a single beam LIDAR provide
one depth measurement. As long as relative position
of the LIDAR and camera is calibrated, the depth
provided can be used to determine where on the im-
age the measured feature was. This can then be
added as a custom feature, with a good depth mea-
surement, to be tracked frame-to-frame over time.
These custom features are enough to recover the scale
of the constructed map since their relative 3D posi-
tion covariance is much lower.
2.2 Estimation of Angular Velocity and Center of
Gravity
For a 3D landmark moving in the world, the op-
tical flow provides the corresponding pixel velocity
vector in the image. By using the velocity vectors of
the target’s rigid body points, it is possible to obtain
measurements of the relative rotational and trans-
lational velocities of the camera and target in the
camera frame. In this section we present novel mea-
surement equations and filter that can efficiently use
flow information along with a star tracker to estimate
the target’s rotation, relative velocity, and CG.
2.2.1 Measurements from Optical Flow
Previous implementations that use optical flow to
measure linear and rotational velocities combine all
relative motion between the target and camera into a
single measurement that assumes either a fixed cam-
era or fixed world [13]. In this implementation, we
break up the measurement into different inertial com-
ponents that allow us to separate out the camera’s
own motion from the target’s rotation and relative
velocity.
Consider a camera on board the chaser moving
relative to the target in the ECI frame with ve-
locity vIC/T and the target rotating at a rate of
ωIT/I . If the chaser is controlled by reaction wheels
it will not have perfect pointing accuracy, and so
have some drift in the attitude between subsequent
frames. This will cause some movement in the im-
age and so the flow measurements will have a bias.
We assume that at time t the attitude of the cam-
era, as measured by the star tracker, is RIC(t). Then
the instantaneous rotational velocity of the chaser
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camera in ECI at t = 0 can be either be approxi-
mated from two successive attitude measurements by
ωIC/It = log(R
C
I (t)R
I
C(0)), where log is the standard
SO(3) logarithm, or by a combination of a gyroscope
(ωCC/I) and attitude measurement such as from a star
tracker via ωIC/I = R
I
Cω
C
C/I . This gives the approxi-
mation RCI (t) = e
ωIC/ItRCI (0).
Then a point on the target pT can be measured
in the normalized image coordinates as[
u
v
]
= P (pC)(t)
= P (RCT (p
T − rTC/T ))(t)
= P (RCI (R
I
Tp
T − rIC/T ))(t)
(26)
Taking the derivative and evaluating at t = 0 gives[
u˙
v˙
]
=
∂P (pC)
∂p
(ωIC/I × (RCI (RITpT − rIC/T )+
RCI (ω
I
T/I ×RITpT − vIC/T ))
(27)
[
u˙
v˙
]
t=0
=
∂P (pC)
∂p
∣∣∣∣
pC
(ωIC/I × (RCI (RITpT − rTC/T )+
RCI (ω
I
T/I ×RITpT − vIC/T ))(0)
=
∂P (pC)
∂p
∣∣∣∣
pC
(ωIC/I × pC + ωCT/I × pC
− ωCT/I × rCT/C − vCC/T ))(0)
(28)
So the flow of pC is determined by the rotation of
the camera (ωIC/I), the inertial rotation of the target
in the camera frame (ωCT/I), the position of the cen-
ter of mass of the target in the camera frame (rCT/C),
and the relative velocity in the camera frame (vCC/T ).
Since ωIC/I is known, we have a linear equation with
the 6 unknowns being ωCT/I and the combined quan-
tity RIC(ω
C
T/I×rCT/C +vCC/T ) = ωIT/I×rIT/C +vIC/T .
As long as there is no degeneracy, 3 points will give
us 6 equations, allowing us measurements of these
unknowns. As long as there are dynamics in the ro-
tation, the varying ωIT/I will make r
I
T/C observable
after multiple measurements over time. Otherwise
the CG is observable up to its position along a fixed
rotation axis.
2.2.2 Estimation of Center of Gravity
The CG and translational velocity of the target
in the ECI frame are estimated with a second filter,
independent from the main one described in Section
2.2. This filter relying on the measured optical flow
is characterized by the following state vector x and
measurement vector y.
x =
[
(rCT/C)
>, (vCT/C)
>
]>
(29)
y =
[
ωCT/I × rCT/C + vCC/T
]
(30)
In our implementation, an EKF with the same formu-
lation described in Section 2.1.3 was adopted, using
the linear model proposed in [49] for the translational
dynamics required to propagate the state. The state
is initialized by using the translational velocity ob-
served from optical flow and the CG location as de-
scribed in Section 2.1.4. Fig. 7 shows the architecture
of the filter.
Relative translational 
dynamics
Image processing 
Absolute kinematic state of chaser
Motion prediction
Initial State
Observations
Prediction
EKF
Correction
Update state vector and 
covariance
Optical Flow
Observations
Chaser AODS
Initial guess
C
CG and translational velocity
estimates
Fig. 7: Filter architecture for estimation of CG (and rel-
ative velocity).
2.2.3 Integrating with SEPS
After filtering, we can compute the rotation re-
quired in Eq. (9) as well as the CG location of the tar-
get with respect to the camera in the target frame as
RTCR
C
I (ω
I
C/I − ωIT/I) = ωTC/T and RTCrCT/C = rTT/C ,
respectively.
Therefore, the rotation rate ωTC/T estimated from
optical flow can be used to propagate the attitude
in the SEPS filter of Section 2.1.3 (see the output
of optical flow in Fig. 2). In addition, considering
that rTC/T = −rTT/C , the target CG location rTT/C
(and velocity vTT/C) estimated from optical flow can
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be used to correct the CG of the target in the SEPS
filter (see the dashed connection line in Fig. 2) .
Note that without using the filter of 2.2.2 (“CG
EKF” in Fig. 2), in the SEPS filter, the CG does
not necessarily correspond to the origin of the target
frame where the feature points s =
[
ζ1, · · · , ζn
]>
are defined. Indeed, when initializing the SEPS filter
as described in Section 2.1.4, the CG location could
be not observable or estimated with a large error due
to a slow rotation rate. This can be corrected with
the CG location estimate of the second independent
filter of Section 2.2.2. Since the feature points in the
SEPS filter are expressed in the target frame, when
updating the CG location in the camera frame their
positions do not need to be adjusted, which otherwise
could introduce instability.
Another advantage of having a separate and inde-
pendent estimation of the CG location and of the rel-
ative angular velocity, is that these can be estimated
at a higher rate than the output rate of the SEPS
filter. In fact the state estimation of the SEPS filter
is definitely more expensive computationally, consid-
ering the dimension of the state. A higher output
rate might be necessary to compute the optical flow
in case of higher relative rotational dynamics between
chaser and target.
2.3 On-Board Oﬄine 3D Reconstruction
With enough time and processing power, it is
possible to reconstruct the 3D model of the object
on board. Rather than doing frame-to-frame object
tracking, the camera can capture a set of discrete im-
ages and use oﬄine processing. These algorithms are
usually exhaustive in searches for image correspon-
dences to minimize chances of failure and increase
accuracy. Time consuming nonlinear optimizations
are used in iterative reconstructions. To get a dense
3D model, costly template matching algorithms are
run on the resulting relative camera positions.
A typical implementation of SfM starts by pro-
cessing and matching each pair of images to find key-
point correspondences, which are triangulated into
maps of 3D points. If the target is rotating relative
to the chaser, it will generate images with large rel-
ative view angles that allow for accurate point trian-
gulation. Once these correspondences are established
a bundle adjustment algorithm is run, taking in the
camera poses and 3D point locations as parameters
to minimize the reprojected point errors∑
y
∥∥∥P (RCT,k(pT − rTC/T,k))− y∥∥∥2
Ω
, (31)
summed over the landmark observations y, where y
is an image feature position of landmark pT that was
observed at time step k and Ω the expected covari-
ance of the image feature measurements. To solve the
minimization problem a typical gradient descent al-
gorithm, such as Levenberg-Marquardt, is run until
a convergence criterion. Between convergences im-
ages are added incrementally to the full reconstruc-
tion and landmarks are retriangulated to detect and
remove outliers.
After the camera positions are recovered a tem-
plate matching algorithm such as ZNCC or NCC
(Normalized Cross Correlation) can then be run on
multiple views simultaneously to increase accuracy
and point density.
Note that the keypoint identification algorithm
used for live tracking may also be used with SfM.
We can use the resulting map of tracked features as
a 3D model without needing to do a full dense recon-
struction.
Figure 8 shows the resulting point cloud from run-
ning OpenSfM [32] on the 150 images of the simulated
data (see Fig. 9). It took approximately 2 hours on
an i7-3770K CPU configured to run off of 8 threads
using the HaHOG (Hessian Affine feature point de-
tector and HOG descriptor) combination. There are
some dense outliers, but overall the reconstruction is
accurate up to scale.
Once an accurate 3D model of the target has been
estimated, in theory the pose can be determined with
a model-based approach as the one described in Sec-
tion 3, exactly as in the case of a known target. How-
ever, for such a goal the 3D model created via SfM
or after several iterations of the SEPS filter should
be simple enough and consist of a limited number of
points to enable a fast 2D to 3D matching. One way
to ensure that, proposed in our previous work [59],
would be by robustly extracting only the points that
belong to high level geometric structures identifiable
in the target geometry, as polygons, or in general
polylines.
3 Pose Estimation of a Known Target
3.1 Pose Determination
If the target geometry is known, a detailed or sim-
plified model of it (see Fig. 11) can be built oﬄine and
stored on board and model-based algorithms can be
used for pose estimation. In this case, as illustrated in
Fig. 10, adopting an “image-to-model” approach and
feature extraction and matching algorithms, the pose
can be estimated by matching the geometric natural
features extracted from the acquired images with the
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Fig. 8: Reconstructed point cloud with OpenSfM using
150 images.
Fig. 9: A synthetic image of the Aura spacecraft, input of
the simulations carried out in Section 6, generated with
Blender [43], from the 3D model of the spacecraft [44].
corresponding ones of the model. Also in this case,
several types of features can be extracted, such as
corners, curves, or lines, depending on the charac-
teristics of the geometry and of the acquired images.
In pose acquisition (or initialization) no information
about the prior target pose is available, while in pose
tracking the pose is updated based on the previous
pose estimate and the new acquired image. When
using monocular camera systems, feature-based al-
gorithms can make use of Perspective-n-Point (PnP)
solvers.
Given a set of n 3D homogeneous points, pii =[
xi, yi, zi, 1
]>
with i = 1, 2, . . . , n in the tar-
get frame, their corresponding projected n 2D points
Πi =
[
ui, vi, 1
]>
in the camera image frame, and
the intrinsic camera parameters matrix K, solving
the PnP problem corresponds to computing the rota-
tion matrix from target frame to camera frame, RCT
and the translation vector from the origin of the tar-
get frame to the origin of the camera frame rCC/T , as
follows:
siΠi = K
[
RCT | rCC/T
]
pii, (32)
where si is a scale factor for the image point. The
camera matrix is
K =
fx γ u00 fy v0
0 0 1
 (33)
where fx and fy are the scaled focal lengths, γ is the
skew parameter, and u0 and v0 are the coordinates
of the principal point.
A comparative assessment of the most commonly
used PnP solvers is provided in [35, 50]. In this
study, we adopt the PosIt PnP solver [51] for both
pose acquisition and pose tracking processes, as it
has lower computational burden than the accurate
Newton-Raphson Method, but it can deal better than
the EPnP method with long distances along the op-
tical axis and pixel location noise [35]. PosIt can
estimate the pose between a set of at least four-non-
coplanar 3D points of the model and their corre-
sponding 2D points in the image. It uses a Scaled
Orthographic Projection (SOP) to approximate the
true perspective projection for a first coarse pose es-
timation, then iteratively refined until convergence.
The SOP approximation linearizes Eq. (32) and pro-
vides a coarse RCT and r
C
C/T without the need of a
starting pose.
For the i-th correspondence, a scaled value si is
introduced and updated at the end of each iteration.
Initially the scaled value is set to 1 (si = 1). Scal-
ing each term of Eq. (32) by 1
rC
C/T
(3)
and initializing
with the SOP assumption si
rC
C/T
(3)
= 1, the first two
rows become a linear system of equations with eight
unknowns, which can be solved with n = 4. Then,
si
rC
C/T
(3)
can be computed from the estimated RCT and
rCC/T . The computation of R
C
T and r
C
C/T , given the
updated si, can be iterated until si is smaller than
a threshold or until a maximum number of iterations
has been reached.
Instead, to solve the correspondence problem (the
matching between the set of 3D points in the model
and the 2D points in the image frame), as proposed
in [54], we used the RANSAC algorithm [55] for
pose acquisition, and the Soft-Assign strategy [56]
for pose tracking (adopting the SoftPosit implemen-
tation of [57]).
Note that, although not done in this study, it is
possible to refine the pose estimate by filtering it with
a translational and rotational model. A simple ap-
proach (loose integration) is fusing the vision-based
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pose (relative position and attitude) estimated with
a model-based approach with the corresponding pose
predicted using the dynamics models, through a non-
linear filter for example.
A more complex but more effective solution in-
stead is filtering directly the visual feature extracted
with the corresponding ones predicted by a dynamics
model (tight integration), which is essentially equiva-
lent to the filter formulation proposed in Section 2.1,
assuming a known 3D model of the target and there-
fore not including the reconstructed features s in the
state vector x (in Eq. (1)) but only the pose state c.
It is important to highlight that the success of the
feature matching, most of all the one in acquisition
strongly depends on the illumination condition and
on the geometry of the target and its on-board model.
The problem of unfavorable lighting condition
is extensively discussed in our previous work [59].
Moreover, symmetry in the target geometry can lead
to a significant bias in pose acquisition (more specif-
ically in the attitude estimate), due to the existence
of more than one pose solution, given a certain set of
matched 2D to 3D features. If for example the target
has two opposite faces almost identical, the pose es-
timation could be affected by an error of 180 deg in
attitude.
For this reason to avoid any risk of ambiguity, it is
important to design an appropriate feature extraction
method (customized for the target geometry) able to
detect features (or more complex structures, combi-
nations of features) that exist only once in the geom-
etry and in the on-board model of the target, (e.g. an
antenna, an appendix, a nozzle, or a specific polyg-
onal structure, etc). In our previous work [59], we
propose an advanced and robust feature extraction
strategy to detect polylines, seen as higher level fea-
tures, combination of lower level features as segments
and points. In another work of the first author [52],
a Circular Hough transform is used to detect specific
target components.
It is also important to mention that alternative
completely different approaches not deterministic but
learning-based [53] have been proposed in the litera-
ture very recently that make use of a Convolutional
Neural Network to solve the problem of pose initial-
ization.
3.2 3D Model
Figs. 11 and 12 illustrate the points of a simpli-
fied geometric model of the target we used for model-
based pose determination. Such a model can be built
before the mission (if possible) and stored on board
the chaser. Clearly, the more complex and rich of
details is the model, the higher the number of points
that can be matched (and potentially the achievable
accuracy in pose determination). However, the larger
is the set of 3D points, the higher is the computa-
tional burden during the 2D to 3D matching process.
In particular, the model illustrated in Fig. 11
and 12, was constructed by manually selecting
representative points of the AURA spacecraft 3D
model [44], illustrated in Fig. 9. A more effective
approach might be building the model by using the
same feature detector that will be used on board,
in order to minimize and maximize respectively the
number of outliers and of inliers.
Another effective and complementary strategy to
reduce ambiguity in matching and to increase the
chance of successful feature extraction and matching
is to build the 3D model to be used on board based
on the feature extractor method that will be adopted
during the mission, which essentially means building
a 3D model of the features that most likely will be
extracted on board during the mission.
As highlighted in the previous section, a model
can be built directly on board, with several itera-
tions of SEPS or via SfM (as described respectively
in Sections 2.1 and 2.3).
4 Simulated Performance
The performance of the two approaches described
respectively in Sections 2 and 3 were simulated given
the same data set in input.
3D model of the 
target geometry
C
Image processing 
and feature 
extraction
2D-3D matching
3D points in target frame
2D points in image frame
2D-3D 
transformation
(PnP)
Pose 
estimate
Fig. 10: Monocular model-based pose determination of
known orbiting target.
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Fig. 11: 3D points representing a simplified geometrical
model of the target spacecraft illustrated in Fig. 9.
Fig. 12: 3D points representing a simplified geometrical
model of the target spacecraft illustrated in Fig. 9.
4.1 Simulation Models and Assumptions
For both approaches we assumed the chaser and
target are orbiting in GEO (on the same orbit of In-
telSat [58]) with an initial separation of 15 m along
the boresight of the camera and an initial relative
rotation of 1 deg/s. The assumed camera intrinsic
parameters are the following: f · su = f · sv = 300
where f is the focal length and su and sv are the scale
factors relating image pixels to distance. The image
center is (480, 270) and the image size is (960, 540).
Additional details are reported in Table 1. As al-
ready highlighted in the previous sections, as for in-
put of the image processing, we used a sequence of
images synthetically generated according to the pre-
determined relative trajectory.
4.2 Pose Estimation of an Unknown Target
The SEPS approach was tested, following a coarse
tuning of the covariance matrices. The following fig-
ures illustrate the target pose (position and attitude)
estimation error when adopting the SEPS approach
described in Section 2, with the assumptions of Sec-
Chaser Orbit GEO (IntelSat)
Target initial 15 m along chaser
separation velocity axis
Target initial 1 deg/s around
relative rotation one principal axis
Camera boresight aligned with
chaser velocity axis
Initial relative
position and velocity
estimation errors 5 m and 0.1 m/s
Initial relative
attitude estimation error 10 deg
Table 1: Simulation assumptions.
tion 4.1. In particular, Fig. 13 shows the norm of
the relative 3D position estimation error. Figure 14
shows the relative attitude estimation error, as the
angle describing the magnitude of the rotation error
in an axis-angle representation. Figure. 15 shows the
norm of the relative 3D velocity estimation error.
The estimation convergence is proved for all kine-
matic components of the state. The attitude and ve-
locity estimates converge to the true relative state,
with an error smaller than 1 deg and 0.01 m/s re-
spectively, whereas the position estimate after con-
vergence is affected by a small bias of approximately
0.3 m.
As shown in Fig. 16 and Fig. 17 respectively, from
optical flow the angular velocity is estimated with an
error of approximately 0.01 deg/s, while the CG with
an error smaller than 0.3 m.
In SEPS, the average run time of one estimation
step, in MATLAB on a 1.8 GHz Intel Core i7-8550U
processor, for an average number of 147 extracted
points, is 0.3 s.
4.3 Pose Estimation of a Known Target
Figures 18 and 19 display the pose estimation er-
ror (respectively the position and the attitude esti-
mation error) when adopting the model-based ap-
proach described in Section 3, under the assumptions
described in Section 4.1.
The knowledge of the target geometry is an ad-
vantage in the process of pose estimation, enabling
the use of model-based algorithms, without the need
to also simultaneously perform 3D reconstruction.
Thanks to the knowledge of the geometry, both posi-
tion and attitude are estimated with higher accuracy
than in the SEPS strategy.
Note that velocity and angular velocity are not a
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Fig. 13: Norm of the relative 3D position estimation er-
ror, with SEPS approach.
Fig. 14: Relative attitude estimation, with SEPS ap-
proach.
Fig. 15: Norm of the relative 3D velocity estimation er-
ror, with SEPS approach.
Fig. 16: Norm of the relative 3D angular velocity esti-
mation error when using optical flow.
Fig. 17: CG position estimation error using the filter de-
scribed in Section 2.2.2
Fig. 18: Norm of the relative 3D position estimation er-
ror, with model-based approach.
Fig. 19: Relative attitude estimation error, with model-
based approach.
direct output of the PnP solver, which only estimates
the 3D to 2D transformation from target to camera
and does not include any information about how the
pose changes over time.
The average run time of one estimation step of
PoSit, in MATLAB on a 1.8 GHz Intel Core i7-8550U
processor, for an average number of 147 extracted
points, is 0.05 s. However, at the very beginning of
the pose estimation process, when no knowledge of
the target previous pose is available, to match the
2D points in the image plane with the 3D points of
the model, the RANSAC algorithm takes a relatively
long time, in our numerical simulations, about 200 s.
Moreover, it is important to highlight that when
extracting features from actual space images with
unfavorable illumination conditions, the ratio out-
liers/inliers might be significantly larger, resulting in
a longer convergence time for the PnP solver in both
acquisition and tracking.
5 Discussion
5.1 Space Rendezvous
Space rendezvous (and docking) is usually seen as
a proximity operation, where the chaser spacecraft
navigates in close proximity of typically passive and
uncooperative targets. In general the problem in-
cludes multiple stages.
As described in [30], the rendezvous mission can
be divided into different phases, depending on the
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type of activity, relative separation with the target,
and type of navigation data and hardware available
on board chaser and target as well.
At the very beginning of the mission (Phase I as
called in [30]), it is likely that the chaser is located
in a different orbit than that of the target, following
a launch phase or arriving from another planet. In
this case, the target is out of sight and out of contact
and in Phase II, the chaser has to transfer and drift
toward the orbit of the target (typically below and
behind it in a slightly lower orbit).
In Phase III, the target is in sight and/or in con-
tact and the chaser can get closer to it, possibly by
simply drifting or performing small maneuvers. This
drift phase may end into a first relative parking orbit,
at a certain safe distance from the target (100 m to
1 km), such that there is no risk of accidental colli-
sion.
In Phase IV, the chaser can start to approach the
target, now in proximity, typically horizontally along
the spacecraft velocity vector (V bar) or vertically
along the radial vector (R bar), making use of rel-
ative navigation sensors and very small thruster fir-
ings. This phase of 1 to 5 orbits duration ends into
a second parking orbit at smaller distance from the
target (100 m to 10 m).
Then different phases are possible, depending on
if the final goal of the rendezvous is docking with
the target, inspection, or the relative station keeping
for formation flying missions [30]. Table 2 reports
the different navigation approaches for each of the
first five phases and the corresponding chaser-target
initial separations (where λmax is the maximum Earth
central angle from the spacecraft altitude).
In the first two phases the target is neither in sight
nor in contact and the chaser has to rely on a pre-
cise or approximate knowledge of its orbit and that
of the target, i.e., performing Absolute Navigation
(Abs Nav). As soon as the target is close enough to
not be obstructed by the Earth (or any other planet)
horizon, it is possible to start a coarse vision-based
Relative Navigation (Rel Nav), where the chaser can
see the target moving as a point of light. According
to [30], accurate relative navigation begins in Phase
IV on the way to a relative parking orbit, followed by
a closer range rendezvous in Phase V with low thrust
profile.
5.2 Monocular-based Relative Navigation
The approaches investigated in this paper on
monocular-based pose determination are essentially
relevant in Phases IV and V. If the target is unknown,
Phase Initial Separation Navigation
I >10,000 km Abs Nav
II > 2λmax Abs Nav
III 2λmax to 1 km Abs Nav or
Coarse Rel Nav
IV 1 km to 100 m SEPS+BA or
Model-based
Pose Acquisition
V 100 m to 10 m Model-based
Pose Tracking
Table 2: Rendezvous phases and navigation approaches.
the SEPS approach described in Section 2 could be
adopted in Phase IV to safely reach the desired rela-
tive parking orbit. While in this orbit, the 3D model
of the target reconstructed with SEPS could be re-
fined via Bundle Adjustment (BA) as described in
Section 2.3. Making use of such refined 3D model
of the target geometry in Phase V and in the fol-
lowing phases, monocular pose estimation could be
performed with the more precise and less computa-
tional expensive model-based pose tracking approach,
as described in Section 3.
With respect to the classification of different mis-
sion phases in Table 2, we can see that the pose
and pose rate estimation errors of SEPS (shown in
Figs. 13–16) are small enough when the chaser is in
Phase IV on its way to a relative parking orbit with-
out risk of collision.
During Phase V, the accuracy achievable with a
model based approach (Figs. 18 and 19) also appears
to be high enough for performing an inspection.
The accuracy required in case of docking depends
on the adopted docking mechanism, but in most of
the cases it is still lower than the one reported in
Figs. 18 and 19. For example using a magnetic dock-
ing for CubeSats, the accuracy required ranges from
few centimeters to tens of centimeters for relative po-
sitioning and is of a few degrees for relative attitude
estimation [31].
The accuracy in model-based pose estimation can
be further improved by filtering the output of the PnP
solver (relative position and attitude) with a transla-
tional and rotational dynamics model, as briefly men-
tioned in Section 3.1 and as done in [54].
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6 Conclusion
In this paper, we investigated the main ap-
proaches for on-board monocular-based pose estima-
tion of uncooperative orbiting targets. In particular,
we described the algorithmic details of a filter pro-
posed for Simultaneous 3D Reconstruction and Pose
Estimation (SEPS) of unknown targets. Such a for-
mulation relies on monocular images, a single beam
LIDAR measurement and on the estimation of the
angular velocity and of the CG of the target, both
computed from the optical flow of the same acquired
images.
A novel derivation of the optical flow was pro-
posed that assumes that both world and camera are
moving. A second independent filter that estimates
CG and translational velocity based on optical flow
measurements was also proposed. We also outlined
a strategy based on SfM to refine the 3D model of
the target reconstructed with the SEPS algorithm,
or to directly reconstruct it from scratch on board
and oﬄine. In addition, we described a model-based
approach that can be used when the target’s geom-
etry is known (or has been already reconstructed),
that estimates only its pose and relies on the use of
a simplified shape model of it.
These approaches and algorithms were all tested
by means of numerical simulations, using the same
dataset of images synthetically generated accord-
ing to a realistic chaser/target relative trajectory
in GEO. The accuracy achieved in simulations with
SEPS is less than a meter in relative positioning and
less than 1 deg in attitude estimation, while with the
model-based approach, is of a few centimeters and of
less than 1 deg, respectively.
Such levels of accuracy satisfy the navigation re-
quirements in different phases of a rendezvous mis-
sion. However experimental validation will be needed
to confirm the performance obtained in simulation.
Moreover, it is important to highlight that the achiev-
able performance might worsen when processing real
images of an orbiting target in unfavorable illumina-
tion conditions.
For future work, we plan to further focus on the
described strategies and rigorously validate our own
robust and original solutions to the problem of space-
craft pose estimation. These will be done using an ad-
vanced spacecraft simulator testbed available at Cal-
tech.
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